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		8:00 pm - 11:00 pm	
	

					
	
		Niko Moon at Mission Ballroom	
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		Pat Green at The Grizzly Rose	
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		Dwight Yoakam @ Pikes Peak Center!	
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		Hunter Hayes at Summit	
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		William Beckmann at The Grizzly Rose	
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                                        Russell Wilson's wife, Ciara, is coming back to Denver for a concert - Will it be awkward?                                    
                                

                                
                                    Well, this could get awkward… Missy Elliott announced Monday her debut headline tour will launch July 4 and will visit 24 cities including Denver. The awkward part? The new tour […]                                
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                                        The cast from 'Napoleon Dynamite' is reuniting in Colorado and you can be there                                    
                                

                                
                                    There are a lot of movie stars “from” Colorado because they get rich and then they move to one of the ritzy mountain towns, but not too many movie stars […]                                
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                                        Poll says the Broncos are no longer the most popular sports team in Colorado - Who is?                                    
                                

                                
                                    Like them or not, we can all agree the Denver Broncos have always been Colorado’s team. They’ve been here the longest, they’ve arguably had the most success, and they happen […]                                
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                                        Xcel considers power shutoff in Colorado due to high winds                                    
                                

                                
                                    As reported by 9News, some Coloradans could be without power today as Xcel Energy considers shutting down power to mitigate fire risk and damages from high winds this weekend. Specifically, […]                                
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                                        Hurricane force winds likely in Colorado this weekend                                    
                                

                                
                                    To be classified as a hurricane, a tropical cyclone must have one-minute-average maximum sustained winds at least 74 mph… Based on that, parts of Colorado will likely feel like we’re in […]                                
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                                        It's National Burrito Day - Here are the best deals around Denver                                    
                                

                                
                                    Happy National Burrito Day! A bunch of places around Denver have deals. Just don’t take advantage of them all. You might explode. Here are the best deals out there this […]                                
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                                        Morgan Wallen gets arrested and Jolly Roll has a big night at the CMT Music Awards | Music City Minute                                    
                                

                                
                                    Morgan Wallen found himself in handcuffs in Nashville again. According to reports, Wallen got a little too rowdy at Eric Chruch’s new honkey-tonk, Chief’s. He proceeded to throw a chair […]                                
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                                        CMT Music Awards winners                                    
                                

                                
                                    The list of nominees will be updated as winners are announced. The 23rd Country Music Television Awards marked the first of four shows completely dedicated to country music in 2024. […]                                
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                                        Kelly Clarkson Covers Keith Urban's Hit 'Somebody Like You' [WATCH]                                    
                                

                                
                                    The “Kelly Clarkson Show” has become one of the most popular daytime shows and the former American Idol winner performs a hit song during every show. On April 2nd, Clarkson […]                                
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                                        Country rocker suffers a heart attack and Carrie Underwood's thoughts on the current state of country | Music City Minute                                    
                                

                                
                                    Country rocker Colt Ford has suffered a heart attack and is currently in an Arizona ICU. His team confirmed the medical event happened following an April 4 show at Whiskey […]                                
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                                        Matt Stell | KYGO Performance Studio                                    
                                

                                
                                    Some artists may use forgetting their guitar as an excuse to play hooky from a KYGO Performance Studio session, but some artists are not Matt Stell. As a solution, Stell […]                                
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                                        Behind Chayce Beckham's hit and Thomas Rhett and Russell Dickerson's Easter | Music City Minute                                    
                                

                                
                                    I remember the first time I heard Chayce Beckham’s “23” on KYGO. I walked out of the studio, straight into the boss’ office and said, “This song is fire. We […]                                
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